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alone for a time, but were compelled before long to silence
their persistent lying*
With wireless at their disposal, British Socialist Ministers
would be in a position to give the nation the truth and to
answer immediately all their enemies' perversions and
mis-statements* At the same time, the controllers of
newspapers publishing false news or slanderous comment
could be prosecuted under a Defence of the Realm Act
and instantly tried, being sent to prison, if convicted,
without the option of a fine* There would be no
difficulty in discovering who the controllers were*
Another measure of defence would be the enlargement
of wireless news bulletins* These could be made to include
all that the mass of listeners want to be informed about* No
one can look through popular newspapers without discover-
ing that they contain a great deal which people do not want
to be informed about. The evening papers especially are
made up largely of police-court and inquest reports totally
lacking in general interest* It would not be at all difficult
to put out a far more attractive budget of Radio news.
As to the mechanics of listening, that is also easy*
Some trains already have Radio installations ; in time all
trains and other public vehicles will be so fitted. No
doubt there will be compartments for those who do not
want to listen, just as there are for those who do not want
to smoke, and as there ought to be for those who do not
want to hear annoying chatter*
It is possible, too, that before very long everyone will
be carrying about a tiny receiving set with ear-phones ,*
this would make loud speakers unnecessary* Wherever
they happened to be, those who wished to hear the news
could do so comfortably—far more comfortably than they
can read large newspapers, with fellow-passengers pressing
all round them, standing in front if they are sitting down,
seated in front if they are strap-hanging*

